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About the Production: 
 
Director:     Eran Riklis 
 
Producers: Bettina Brokemper, Antoine de 

Clermont-Tonnerre, Eran Riklis, 
Michael Eckelt 
 

Screenplay by:    Suha Arraf, Eran Riklis 
 
Director of photography:    Michael Wiesweg (BVK) 
 
Editor:      Tova Ascher 
 
Music composed and conducted by:  Cyril Morin 
 
Production designer:    Avi Fahima 
 
Costume designer:     Inbal Shuki 
 
Production mixer:     Ashi Milo 
 
Sound designer:     Gil Toren 
 
Final mix:      François Groult 
 
Line producers:     Yifat Prestelnik, Johannes Rexin 
 
Casting:      Yael Aviv 
 
Production companies:  Eran Riklis Productions Ltd (Israel), 

MACT Productions (France), Neue 
Impuls Film (Germany) 
 

Co-produced with ARTE France Cinema and ARTE-WDR 
 
Supported by The Israeli Film Fund, NRW Find Fund, CNC, CANAL+, HOT 
 
Development supported by MEDEA, Hamburg Film Fund, Montpellier Film 
Festival 
 
 
Technical information: 
 
35mm color 97 minutes scope 
language: Arabic, English, Hebrew, some Russian and French 
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About the Story 
 
Mona’s wedding day is the saddest day of her life. She knows that once she 
crosses the border between Israel and Syria to marry Syrian TV star Tallel, she 
will never be allowed back to her beloved family in Majdal Shams, the largest 
Druze village in the Golan Heights, occupied by Israel since 1967.  The Syrian 
Bride is a story about physical, mental and emotional borders and the will to 
cross them. A story about a family trying to cope with its ability to define 
boundaries and deal with them – focusing on Mona’s sister Amal, a modern 
woman trapped in a tradition and culture she wants to break out of. 
 
Once you cross the border there is no way back and at the end of a long day, the 
family, the government and military officials and all those gathered on both sides 
of the border find themselves facing an uncertain future, trapped in No-Man’s 
land between Israel and Syria… 
 
 
 
About the Film 
 
The Syrian Bride is based on 3 years of travelling to the Golan Heights, meeting 
the people, learning the history, getting to know the political, social and personal 
situation of the Druze in the Golan, taking a deeper look in to a region haunted by 
hostility, indifference and bureaucracy – the Middle East. To explore the complex 
story of women torn between families, tradition and borders, Riklis joined forces 
with Palestinian-Israeli screenwriter Suha Arraf who was chosen for her 
knowledge of the Arab (and Druze) world while maintaining a modern, 
progressive point of view.European producers Bettina Brokemper, Antoine de 
Clermont-Tonnerre and Michael Eckelt joined Riklis early on to help form an 
Israeli-French-German co-production of the highest level, incorporating 
experienced film makers who decided they have a story to tell, a story with an 
added small bonus of a humble reflection on the condition of the region and 
perhaps of all humanity today. 
 
The Syrian Bride was shot on location in the Golan Heights and in other locations 
in Israel. 
 
All the actors are Palestinian-Israelis, one is actually Druze (the Druze do not 
have a tradition of theatre and cinema), one French and one (Hiam Abbass) is 
Palestinian, Israeli and French… 
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Director’s Statement 
 
Once you cross the border there is no way back... 
 
Every director hopes his film will contribute towards a bit more understanding, a 
bit more compassion, a bit more tolerance or in the case of the Middle East – 
merely a bit more patience… 
 
The Syrian Bride is an attempt to contribute modestly by creating a film out of 
love. Love of freedom, love for the spirit of freedom, love for the physical and 
emotional landscapes that surround us, all of us. A love for women who fight for 
their place in the world, a love for people who still dream and hope – here, across 
the border, everywhere. 
 
All this is told in a pessimistic or perhaps optimistic story, certainly an 
“opsimistic”* one, as is appropriate to the region and to the times in which we live 
in.  (*opsimism = a mixture of pesimism and optimism…a good guide to survival 
in the Middle East.) 
 
 
A note from the writer 
 
When I was approached by the director of the film (Riklis) I understood at once 
his honest desire to bring the truth. In this case it is the truth of the Druze 
minority, living under occupation since 1967, the social oppression of women in 
the name of religion and tradition, in fact the story of my own oppression as a 
Palestinian woman living in an oppressive world, be it socially or politically and as 
a Palestinian living as a minority in Israel. The cooperation between me and an 
Israeli filmmaker at the script stage brings together two film makers from different 
worlds and creates a new, different type of cinema. 
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Cast and Crew in Detail 
 
Hiam Abbass as Amal 
 
Makram J. Khoury as Hammed 
 
Clara Khoury as Mona – the Bride 
 
Ashraf Barhoum as Marwan (“What gap?”) 
 
Eyad Sheety as Hattem 
 
Evelyne Kaplun as Evelyna 
 
Julie-Anne Roth as Jeanne 
 
Adnan Trabshi as Amin 
 
Marlene Bajjali as the Mother 
 
Uri Gabriel as Simon 
 
Alon Dahan as Arik 
 
Robert Hoenig as Joseph 
 
Derar Sliman as Tallel – the groom 
And introducing 
 
Ranin Boulos as Mai 
 
Hanna Abou-Manneh as Rama 
 
with:  Norman Issa as The Syrian Officer 
(“Who I am to call the president?”) 
 
Loutof Nousser as the Senior Elder 
 
Maisra Masri as Fahdi 
 
Imad Jabrin as George 
(“Call me Ali”) 
 
Ali Sliman as Syrian Officer 2 
(“Come back on Sunday”) 
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Who’s Who 
 
Eran Riklis – director, producer, co-writer 
 
Born in 1954, Riklis has been creating films since 1975 (and loving them since 
much earlier). 
 
His first feature film was “On a clear day you can see Damascus”, a political 
thriller completed upon graduating from the National Film School in Beaconsfield, 
England. 
 
Next was the world wide critically acclaimed “Cup Final”, Israeli box office hit 
“Zohar”, nostalgic rock & roll film “Vulcan Junction”, and now “The Syrian Bride”, 
his most ambitious project to date. 
 
Riklis directed numerous successful TV films, series and drama, hundreds of 
commercials and various documentaries, shorts and specials. Married to Dina, 
father of Tammy and Jonathan, lives in Tel Aviv but works with the world… 
 
 
Suha Arraf – writer 
 
Born in 1969 in the village of Mi’ilya to a Palestinian family. Got her BA degree in 
Philosophy and Literature at Haifa university (1990) and her Master’s degree in 
Anthropology at the University of Tel aviv (1994).  Studied at the script writing 
school in Tel Aviv (2001). 
 
Starting as a Journalist in Haaretz newspaper , moving to television , directing 
documentary programs, hosting and editing a program for channel 2, her move to 
film started by directing and script writing documentaries for channel 2. 
 
The Syrian bride is her first feature film screenplay. 
 
 
Bettina Brokemper – producer 
 
After gathering first experiences in the media industry as 1st AD at JE 
Entertainment (now: Endemol) in 1992, Bettina Brokemper studied production 
and media economics at the Munich Filmschool.  
 
After graduation she was granted the GWFF Award for young producers, as a 
scholarship to work and study in Los Angeles. Since May 2001 she has been 
working as a producer for Neue Impuls Film and Pain Unlimited. 
 
Her Producer/ Coproducer credits include: Manderlay and Dogville by Lars von 
Trier, Dear Wendy, Civilife, Oysters of Nam Kee and more. In 2003 she joined 
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forces with Helmut Hartl and Stefan Telegty to form a new company called 
Heimatfilm GmbH & Co KG. 
 
 
Antoine de Clermont-Tonnerre – producer 
 
After serving as cultural and communication advisor to the French Prime Minister 
from 1974 to 1979, Antoine de Clermont-Tonnerre became Chairman of the 
Société Française de Production (SFP) in January 1979. 
 
He left SFP in July of 1981 to became Chairman of Editions Mondiales, one of 
the largest magazine publisher in France. Here he diversified the company's  
activities into the field of film and television, creating REVCOM in 1984 and 
acquiring FILMS ARIANE in 1986. 
 
In 1992, he and his wife Martine created their own production company, 
MACT Productions. 
 
His producer/co-producer credits include: Cinema Paradiso, Brasil Central 
Station, La Familia, The Return of Martin Guerre, Cabaret Balkan and many 
more as well as many television films and series. 
 
 
Michael Eckelt – producer 
 
Having studied politics and German literature at Hannover University, Michael 
Eckelt taught at college and wrote restaurant, book and film reviews. 
 
As head of the Impuls-Filmverleih (distribution) he kept scoring arthouse hits (a.o. 
Chocolat, Time Of The Gypsies) since 1984.His first German feature film 
productions were Yasemin and Brennende Betten.  For Impuls-Filmproduktion, 
he produced C’est la vie and Nordkurve. 
 
As managing director of Film Fond Hamburg (the city’s subsidy institution), he 
had been supporting many European movies, among them UNDERGROUND.  
 
Since 1997, he’s been shareholder and managing director of Neue Impuls Film. 
 
 
Michael Wiesweg – Director of Photography (BVK) 
 
Born 1960, in Essen, Germany. Michael is DOP since 1990. His feature films 
include: 
 
Frau fahrt, Mann schlaft, Rot und Blau, Dealer, Karakun and many more. 
He also shot numerous TV movies. 
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Tova Ascher – editor 
 
One of Israel’s leading editors, Tova’s credits include Academy Award nominee 
Behind The Walls, Dreamers, One of Us, Time of Favor and over 30 other 
feature films. 
 
She also edited numerous major TV series such as Basic Training, The Institute 
and My First Sony. 
 
 
Cyril Morin – composer 
 
Born in Blis, France in 1962. Attended the National Music Academy and later 
discovered the guitar and rock & roll. In 1993 composed his first soundtrack for a 
short film by Pan Nalin and went on to compose for films such as Ayurveda, 
Autumn, Samsara and many more as well as numerous TV films, short features 
and documentaries. 
 
 
Avi Fahima – production designer 
 
 
Avi’s credits include Late Marriage, Gift from Above, Walking on Water and Or – 
all successful Israeli films. 
 
He worked on several other feature films as well as TV dramas, commercials 
and theatre productions. 
 
 
Hiam Abbass (Amal) 
 
Born 1960 in Nazareth. Grew up in the village of Dir Hanna (Northern Israel). 
Studied photography and theatre and went on to work as an actress in theatre. 
 
The conflict in this part of the world became too intensive and unbearable for her 
so in 1988 she departed to London and then Paris where she has been living and 
working ever since. 
 
Among her major films are Satin Rouge, Haifa, La Porte du Soleil and many 
more. The need for self expression and artistic sharing brought her to write and 
direct two short films: Le Pain and La Danse Eternelle. 
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Makram J. Khoury (Hammed) 
 
Born 1945 in Jerusalem to Palestinian Arab parents. Grew up and was educated 
in Acre. 
 
In 1970 Makram went to study acting in London at the ‘Mountview Theater 
School’. He returned to Israel in 1973 and joined the ‘Haifa Municipal Theatre’ for 
almost twenty years. 
 
Since 1995 he has been working as a freelancer in most of the theatres in Israel 
and Palestine in three languages: Hebrew, Arabic and English. 
 
Khoury moves between the worlds of theatre and cinema and perhaps 
represents an emerging synthesis between them. He starred in over one hundred 
plays and in numerous films winning many awards including the highest award 
given by the State of Israel for achievements in theatre, TV and cinema. 
 
Clara Khoury (Mona) 
 
Born in 1976 (like Mona the Bride…), Clara studied at the Bet Zvi school of 
acting and worked in the theatre for several years.  In 2002 she starred in the film 
“Rana’s Wedding”.  And she is Makram’s daughter… 
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About Mongrel Media: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mongrel Media (www.mongrelmedia.com) is an independent film distribution 
company that acquires and brings the best in world cinema to Canadian 
audiences. 
 
Since it’s inception in 1994, Mongrel has distinguished itself through a tasteful 
and innovative catalogue of films, supporting visionary filmmakers and delivering 
their films to the widest audience possible –in theatres, on DVD/video and on 
television. 
 
Mongrel consistently selects and distributes critically celebrated films, like Abbas 
Kiarostami’s Palme d’Or winner A TASTE OF CHERRY and Almodovar’s recent 
BAD EDUCATION, and has built a reputation for delivering break-out successes 
like the provocative documentary THE CORPORATION.  
 
Mongrel currently distributes over two hundred titles in Canada. 
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